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Abstract—In this paper we formulate tracking and state-
estimation problems of a translating mass in a polyhedral
billiard as a stabilization problem for a suitable set. Due to the
discontinuous trajectories arising from the impacts, we use hybrid
systems stability analysis tools to establish the results. Using a
novel concept of mirrored images of the target mass we prove that
1) a tracking control algorithm, and 2) an observer algorithm
guarantee global exponential stability results for specific classes of
polyhedral billiards, including rectangles. Moreover, we combine
these two algorithms within dynamic controllers that guarantee
global output feedback tracking. The results are illustrated via
simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Control and state estimation of dynamical systems subject
to impacts are relevant problems in several application areas,
often related to the robotics field [2], and impacts play a key
role in several studies including hopping robots (see, e.g.,
[27]), walking robots (see, e.g., [20]) and juggling robots (see,
e.g., [23]). Several Lyapunov-based solutions to the stabiliza-
tion and tracking problem of systems with impacts have been
proposed in the past decade [3], [14], [30], and several studies
have been developed for the dual state-estimation problem
[18], [17], [10]. Some of them address the problem via the
larger class of complementarity Lagrangian systems. These
systems are a specific class of hybrid systems where the state is
subject to a jump or re-initialization rule whenever a unilateral
constraint is reached (see [13] for a survey and [19] which
also improves the results in [1], [4]). Several additional recent
techniques addressing tracking control with impacts both from
a theoretical and an experimental viewpoint are provided in
the works [21], [22], [15], [16], [28] and references therein.
See [19] for a more detailed overview. Tracking control in
billiards is a representative example of the control problem
discussed above whenever the control action is allowed to
act during the motion (like, e.g, in walking robots) and the
impacts correspond to jumps in the state occurring whenever
the trajectory reaches a constraint. In this context, a number
of results have been produced, which rely on the model first
proposed in [30]. These are nicely summarized in [9], where
the technique is used for tracking a reference mass moving in
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an elliptical billiard (circular ones were considered in [16]).
The parallel problem of tracking trajectories while restricting
the control action at the impact times is addressed in [23],
[24] and references therein.
The problem statement in this paper is motivated by [9],
[16] where Lyapunov-based tracking control is designed for a
mass moving on a billiard. We cast this problem within the
framework of [12], [11] for hybrid dynamical systems and we
propose a novel control strategy inducing global decrease of a
suitable Lyapunov function. Preliminary results of this paper
appeared in [7], [8]. This type of approach is new in the area as
most of the existing Lyapunov-based results treat the impacts
as events which locally increase the Lyapunov function and
resort to weak stability concepts. (Notable exceptions can be
found in [21] and [18].) In this paper, instead, we provide
a Lyapunov function that does not increase at impacts and
that can be used to establish stable asymptotic tracking with
uniform global exponential convergence for several types of
polyhedral billiards. Such global results are rare in the liter-
ature. The hybrid framework of [12], [11] greatly facilitates
the analysis.
We propose to compute the tracking/observer error based
on a suitable selection of the mirrored image of the reference
through the billiard boundaries. It is notable that a so-called
“mirror algorithm” is proposed in [5] to solve the juggling
problem. This has little similarity with our approach as the
“mirror” is used there at all times to make the actuator track
a mirror image of the ball trajectory (which is regulated by
acting at impacts), whereas here it is used to prevent the
algorithms (which act during continuous motion) from getting
confused by the impacts (see, for example, the explanation
in Remark 4). The tracking and observer algorithms proposed
here share several similarities (duality), since both require a
selection of the stabilizing control/observer gains based on
classical linear system theory (the selection must guarantee
that a specific matrix is Hurwitz, thus allowing for arbitrarily
small gains), they both satisfy the set of constraints enforced
by the boundaries of the billiard, and satisfy also a separation
principle which leads to the construction of a global output
feedback tracking algorithm. To the best of the knowledge of
the authors, global results for tracking, state estimation and
output feedback tracking with impacts are new in literature,
with the exception of [18] which presents a global observer
for linear mechanical systems impacting on a single boundary.
The paper uses the hybrid system framework summarized
in [11]. In particular, we use x˙ ∈ F (x) to characterize
the continuous dynamics of the system, which may occur
when the state x belongs to the flow set C ⊂ Rn. The
impulsive dynamics at impacts is characterized by the update
2Symbol Meaning
z = (zp, zv) Reference (or observed) mass
x = (xp, xv) Controlled (or observer) mass
F ⊂ R4 Dynamic billiard (where x, z flow)
J ⊂ R4 Dynamic boundary (where x, z jump)
K ⊂ F Compact set where dynamics is confined
Fi ∈ R2 i−th billiard wall
R(Fi) ∈ R2×2 Rotates to ‖ and ⊥ directions to wall i
M(Fi) ∈ R2×2 Mirrors the ⊥ component to wall i
c(Fi) ∈ R2 Offset ensuring z
+
p = zp on wall i
M(Fi), c(Fi) 4-dim extensions of M(Fi) and c(Fi)
m(Fi, z),mi(z) Mirroring of z through wall i
σ, ρ, N ∈ R Dwell time state and parameters
q ∈ Q Logical state denoting the current mirror
[A B] ∈ R4×6 Matrices of the controlled (observer) system
K,LT ∈ R2, State feedback gain and observer gain
K,L
T
∈ R4×2 Their 4-dimensional extensions
A Attractor set (exponentially stabilized)
C, C Flow set of the hybrid dynamics
D, D, Dx, Dz Jump set of the hybrid dynamics
V , W , Y Lyapunov functions
P ∈ R4×4 Matrix of the quadratic Lyapunov function
u, uc, uo Controller and observer inputs
Table I
TABLE OF NOTATION.
inclusion x+ ∈ G(x), which may occur when x belongs
to the jump set D ∈ Rn. The concept of solution, several
results on stability, invariance principles and robustness for
hybrid systems, can be found in [11], [12], [25], [26]. The
paper is structured as follows. In Section II we introduce the
notion of polyhedral billiards and describe a hybrid model. In
Sections III and IV, we present global results on tracking and
state estimation developed for billiards with one boundary and,
under appropriate assumptions, in Section V we extend these
results to billiards with multiple walls. The two approaches
are combined in Section VI to design an output feedback
controller.
Notation: The Euclidean norm of a vector is denoted by | · |. For
any given set A, the quantity |x|A denotes the distance of x to A,
that is, |x|A := infa∈A |x − a|. Given a matrix P = P T > 0,
|x|P :=
√
xTPx. Given two matrices A, B, then A ⊗ B denotes
their Kronecker product. A matrix is Hurwitz if all its eigenvalues






. For any given vectors x and y, 〈x, y〉 =
xT y. For n ∈ N, In denotes the identity matrix I ∈ Rn×n. Given
two sets K, F , K ⊂ F means that every element of K is also an
element of F . Table I reports a selection of the main symbols used
in the paper.
II. THE HYBRID DYNAMICS
Consider two translating masses Z and X moving within
a convex polyhedral region and subject to impacts. In the
typical scenario, Z is the reference system and X is the
controlled/observer system and we aim to make the state
vector x of X track or estimate the state vector z of Z .
For simplicity, we decompose each state vector s ∈ R4 into
sp ∈ R2 and sv ∈ R2, denoting respectively position and
velocity subvectors, and we call billiard the polyhedral region
F constraining the motion of the masses, to emphasize the
fact that the dynamics of Z and X resemble the behavior of
two balls moving on a billiard and impacting on its boundary.
A billiard is defined by
F := {s ∈ R4 | ∀i ∈ I, 〈Fi, sp − s◦〉 ≤ 1} (1)
where r is the number of billiard walls, Fi ∈ R2, i ∈ I =
{1, . . . , r} ⊂ N, fix the shape of the billiard and s◦ fixes its
location in the plane. The dynamic boundary J of the billiard
is
J := {s ∈ F | ∃i ∈ I, 〈Fi, sp − s◦〉 = 1, 〈Fi, sv〉 ≥ 0} (2)
where, by 〈Fi, sv〉 ≥ 0, s belongs to J when the velocity
subvector sv triggers an impact. Figure 1 represents the case
of a one-wall billiard with s◦=0.
Postponing the description of the controlled/observer system
structure to the next sections, the continuous motion of the




z˙v ∈ α(z) (3)
where α : R4 ⇒ R2 is a set-valued mapping that satisfies
mild regularity conditions (which are made precise later, in
Assumption 1). A special case covered here is when α is
replaced by a continuous function defined on F . We allow for
set-valued accelerations for the reference variable zp in order
to allow for nonunique trajectories of z. While the acceleration
is not assumed to be unique, the selected acceleration at
each time is assumed to be known by the control/estimation
algorithm. When the acceleration is not assumed to be known
but a bound on the acceleration is known, its effect typically













Figure 1. Two translating masses Z and X in a one-wall billiard with s◦=0.
An impact on the wall F occurs when the position subvector
zp satisfies 〈F, zp − s◦〉 = 1 and the velocity subvector zv
pierces (or is parallel to) the wall, 1 that is, 〈F, zv〉 ≥ 0. The
position does not change at impacts, that is, z+p = zp, while
the velocity is reflected (reset) in a direction that is determined
by the velocity zv before the impact and the wall orientation
F , given by z+v = M(F )zv, where














with |F | =
√
FTF . In fact, M(F ) inverts only the compo-




with the the rotation matrix R(F ) that transforms the
1Our model permits trajectories that graze a wall and corresponding jumps
that do not change the state; however, the number of such jumps is limited
by an average dwell-time mechanism that is introduced into the model later,
in (7).
3Cartesian components zv of the velocity into the coordinate
system {[ 0 1−1 0 ] F|F | , F|F |} whose components correspond to the
tangential and normal directions to the wall, respectively. Thus,











M(z) := {i ∈ I | 〈Fi, zp − s◦〉 = 1, 〈Fi, zv〉 ≥ 0}
(5)
where, for each vector Fi (associated to wall i),
c(F ) := F · 2(1 + FT s◦)/|F |2 (6a)





= [ 10 ]⊗ c(F ) (6c)
m(F, z) := M(F )z + c(F ), (6d)
and for convenience of notation, we useM(0) = I and c(0) =
0. The union for i ∈ M(z) in (5) is motivated by the fact
that the reflection of the velocity vector is not unique when
Z impacts a point shared by two walls Fi and Fj , i, j ∈ I,
so that M is not a singleton (this point can be intuitively
visualized as a billiard “corner”, where two walls intersect).
The next claim establishes some useful relations.
Claim 1: Given the quantities in (6),
(i) M(F )M(F )=M(F )TM(F )=I;
(ii) (M(F ) + I)c(F )=0;
(iii) FTM(F )s=−FT s, for all s∈R2;
(iv) s=M(F )s+ c(F ) iff 〈F, s−s◦〉 = 1, for all s ∈ R2;
(v) m(F,m(F, s))=s, for all s∈R4;
(vi) |M(F )s|= |s|, for all s∈R4.









R(F )TR(F ) = I , and M(F ) = M(F )T . (ii) (M(F ) +







F (1 + FT s◦)/|F |2 = 0
by FTJF = 0, where ⋆ indicates quantities multiplied
by zero. (iii) FTM(F )s = F
T













s = −FT s. (iv) Consider 〈F, s − s◦〉 = α





s = 2αF|F |2 +
2FFT s◦/|F |2 = c(F ) when α = 1. (v) From the def-
initions in (6), for the velocity vector we have sv =
M(F )M(F )sv by (i) above, while for the position vector
we have M(F )(M(F )sp + c(F )) + c(F ) = sp + (M(F ) +
I)c(F ) = sp by (i) and (ii) above. (vi) We have to prove
that |M(F )s| = |s| for each s ∈ R2. Indeed, |M(F )s| =√
sTM(F )TM(F )s =
√
sT s = |s|, by (i) above.
For reasons of control design, we restrict the motion of Z
within a compact set K that prevents the state z from reaching
any billiard corner.
Assumption 1: For the compact set K ⊂ F , if z ∈ J ∩ K
thenM(z) is a singleton. Moreover, α in (3) is outer semicon-
tinuous, 2 locally bounded, and α(z) is nonempty and convex
∀z ∈ F .
Moreover, to rule out solutions that jump infinitely many
times and never evolve continuously, which can occur when
Z impacts a wall with a velocity that is either zero or tangent
to the wall3 we augment the plant with an average dwell-time
2Namely, for each converging sequence (yi, zi) with yi ∈ α(zi) for all i,
we have y ∈ α(z) where (y, z) = limi→∞(yi, zi).
3By (iii) of Claim 1, 〈F, sv〉 > 0 if and only if 〈F, s
+
v 〉 < 0, thus s ∈ J
and s+ ∈ J may occur only when 〈F, sv〉 = 0.
automaton [6], [11, eq. (S3), (S4)]. In particular, let N be a
positive integer and ρ > 0, we add the dynamics
σ˙ ∈ [0, ρ] σ ∈ [0, N ] (7a)
σ+ = σ − 1 σ ∈ [1, N ]. (7b)
The hybrid dynamics arising from the continuous evolution
(flow) of Z according to (3), (7a) and the discrete evolution
(jump) of Z according to (5), (7b) can be represented using
the hybrid formalism in [11], selecting the flow set (where
the system can flow) as (z, σ) ∈ K × [0, N ] and the jump set
(where the system can jump) as σ ∈ [1, N ] and z ∈ J ∩K.
Remark 1: For a hybrid system having state in Rn, se-
quences of flows and jumps which possibly characterize
solutions [12] to a hybrid system are typically denoted by
functions ξ : dom ξ → Rn, where dom ξ is a subset of
R≥0 × N called hybrid time domain [12], given by the union
of infinitely many intervals of the form [tj , tj+1]×{j} where
0 = t0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤ . . . , or of finitely many such
intervals, with the last one possibly of the form [tj , tj+1]×{j},
[tj , tj+1)×{j}, or [tj ,∞)×{j}. According to [6], the dwell-
time automaton (7) guarantees that any solution ξ has a hybrid
time domain such that for any pair (t, j), (s, i) ∈ dom ξ
satisfying t + j ≥ s + i, we have j − i ≤ ρ(t − s) + N ,
which clearly imposes an upper bound on the total number of
jumps that occur between the two hybrid times depending on
the amount of flow elapsed between them. As a consequence,
no Zeno solution can occur. Note that larger values of ρ and N
will impose less stringent bounds on the average dwell-time
constraint. y
Remark 2: We emphasize that the average dwell time pa-
rameters (ρ,N) are not used in the control and observer
design, which implies that our global exponential properties
hold for any selection of these parameters, that is, for any
arbitrarily fast impact occurrence. Therefore, the only effect
of the automaton (7) is to remove defective Zeno solutions
from our analysis. y
III. STATE FEEDBACK TRACKING: SINGLE WALL
We first present our solution for impacts occurring on
a single wall. The proposed approach will be used in the
next sections when addressing multiple walls because we
characterize a wall with an arbitrary orientation. Nevertheless,
much intuition can be gained by focusing on the special case
of the wall being the horizontal axis, namely the set s2 = 0





. See Remark 4 for a
few observations regarding this special case.
A. Controlled system
Consider a controlled system X which is controlled only
during the continuous-time evolution and consider the goal
of finding a control input u for that system that guarantees
asymptotic convergence of the position xp to the position zp
of the reference system Z . The dynamics of the controlled
system X resembles that of Z as follows:
X : x˙ = Ax+B(φ(x) + u), x ∈ F (8)
where A = [ 0 I0 0 ] ∈ R4×4, B = [ 0I ] ∈ R4×2, φ : R4 → R2
is a continuous function representing possible nonlinear terms
4characterizing the dynamics of X , and u is the control input;
the impact dynamics is given by
X : x+ ∈ ⋃
i∈M(x)
m(Fi, x) x ∈ J . (9)
The flow dynamics of the complete system is given by (8),
(3) and (7a) when (x, z, σ) ∈ C,
C := F ×K × [0, N ] (10)
while the jump dynamics is given by (9), z+ = z and (7b)
when (x, z, σ) ∈ Dx, and by x+ = x, (5) and (7b) when
(x, z, σ) ∈ Dz , where
Dx := J ×K × [1, N ],
Dz := F × (J ∩ K)× [1, N ],
D := Dx ∪ Dz.
(11)
B. Control algorithm for a single wall billiard
The tracking problem may be addressed by an input u that
enforces asymptotic convergence to zero of the x−z dynamics
by asymptotically stabilizing the set A◦ = {(x, z) |x = z} in
the absence of impacts. But in the presence of impacts, classi-
cal algorithms may fail to guarantee stability and convergence,
as shown in the following example.
Example 1: In Figure 2 the horizontal motion of the two
masses Z and X is constrained on the left by a wall placed at





where µ > 0 is a constant external force, and x˙ = [ 0 10 0 ]x +
[ 01 ]u where the input u = −µ + [−4 −4 ] (x − z) guarantees





of the error dynamics x˙ − z˙ =
A(x − z) is Hurwitz.
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Figure 2. Example 1: Sketch of the two masses (top-left); time evolution of
the function V (x, z) = (x − z)TP (x − z) where P = PT > 0 satisfies
ATP + PA ≤ −I (top-right); time evolution of the positions of X and Z
(bottom).
Given z0 = [0 v]
T and x0 = z0 + ε, with ε ∈ R2 typically
small, for a specific set of initial mismatches ε defined next,
the cyclic behavior of the two masses can be qualitatively
characterized as a sequence of a continuous motion (where
the two masses reverse their direction under the effect of the
force µ), followed by the impact of X to the wall, then by the
impact of Z , from which this sequence repeats. The mismatch
x − z at the kth impact of Z is given approximately, with






















where the matrix AJF (
v
µ
) (whose deduction is given below)
presents an unstable eigenvalue when the ratio v
µ
is smaller
than 0.613. For example, given v = 1 and µ = 2, the
value of the unstable eigenvalue is 1.34 and the corresponding
eigenvector is ζ = [ 0.0773 −0.997 ]T , thus picking ε = λζ, with
0 < λ≪ 1, we have that the error e = x−z immediately after
the kth impact of Z is given by 1.34kε, i.e. impacts destabilize
the system. Note that the other eigenvalue of AJF has norm
less than one, therefore the unstable behavior would appear
also for an initial mismatch ε near λζ, 0 < λ≪ 1.
Using the notation of hybrid time domains introduced in
Remark 1, µ = 2 and v = 1, consider e(0,0) = x0 − z0 =
ε ≃ λζ, 0 < λ ≪ 1. For v > 0 and λ small, the time




, and for t ∈ [0, τ1] the time evolution of the






), immediately before the first impact we









from which we can also infer that X impacts first since
for e(0,0) ≃ λζ, e(τ1, 0) ≃ λ [−0.1035 0.0931 ]T , that is,
xp(τ1, 0) < zp(τ1, 0). Consider now the interval of time be-
tween the impact of X and the impact of Z which is given ap-
proximately by τ2 := − ep(τ1,0)v . When X impacts, the position
does not change, xp(τ1, 1) = xp(τ1, 0) = 0, while the velocity
resets from xv(τ1, 0) = ev(τ1, 0) + zv(τ1, 0) = ev(τ1, 0) +
(−v + µτ2) = ev(τ1, 0) − (v + µv ep(τ1, 0)) to xv(τ1, 1) =
v + µ
v






. The input between the two impacts
can be approximated by u = −µ + [−4 −4 ] e(τ1, 1) ≃
−µ−8v, from which the error dynamics between the impacts
is approximatively given by e˙p = ev and e˙v = −8v.
Thus, by integration, at time (τ1 + τ2, 1) (immediately before
the impact of Z), we have ev(τ1 + τ2, 1) = ev(τ1, 1) −
8vτ2 = 2v + 2
µ
v




)ep(τ1, 0) and ep(τ1+ τ2, 1) = ep(τ1, 1)+
ev(τ1, 1)τ2 − 4vτ22 ≃ −ep(τ1, 0), from which e(τ1 + τ2, 1) =[ −ep(τ1,0)
2v−ev(τ1,0)+(8+2µv )ep(τ1,0)
]
. From here, Z impacts and re-
























ter both impacts, the two masses repeat the behavior ana-
lyzed above, therefore the mismatch e after the k-th impact





The unstable behavior of Example 1 can be avoided by
anticipating the fact that future impacts will invert the (normal)
speed of the ball, and by enforcing a control strategy in
which X may decide to track either the real reference or the
mirrored reference, mirrored through the boundary F as shown
in Figure 3, which intuitively reverses the effect of an impact.
Mathematically this approach can be enforced by combining
a selection policy of the reference to track and (v) of Claim 1,
which guarantees that when either X or Z impacts the wall F
at a point s ∈ J , it satisfies m(F, s+) = m(F,m(F, s)) = s.











Figure 3. A possible interpretation of the hybrid tracking algorithm.
index variable q whose dynamics is given by
q˙ = 0 q ∈ {0, 1} (13a)
q+ = 1− q q ∈ {0, 1} (13b)
which is related to the impacts of X and Z , since its state
is updated only at jumps. Note that q simply toggles between
0 and 1 each time either mass impacts the wall. The control
algorithm is parameterized by a vector K ∈ R2 satisfying the
following assumption.





By introducing the quantities
M(0) = I, c(0) = 0, K := K ⊗ I2, (14)
the control law for a single wall billiard is given by
u =− φ(x) +M(qF )α+K(x −m(qF, z)) (15)
where α ∈ α(z) represents the acceleration of zp at the current
time. In particular, x tracks the real target z when q=0 since
K(x−z) is enforced, and it tracks the mirrored targetm(F, z)
when q=1, i.e. K(x−m(F, z)) is enforced. Since q is toggled
at each impact, the transient tracking response depends on
the initial value of q. For example using q(0, 0) = 1 when
x(0, 0) = z(0, 0) will induce a large initial transient. This
transient was avoided in the local solution presented in [7]
where q was selected as the minimizer of the function W
defined later in (27). Unfortunately such a choice does not
induce global results because the minimizer is not well defined
globally. Nevertheless, one could select the initial value of
q as the minimizer of W , thus inducing improved transient
responses.
The continuous dynamics of the single-wall tracking closed-
loop system is given by (8), (3), (7a), (13a), (15), as summa-
rized below. Let X = (x, z, σ, q), C := C × {0, 1} (see (10))
and α ∈ α(z) as in (15). For X ∈ C,
z˙ = Az +Bα
x˙ = Ax+B(M(qF )α+K(x−m(qF, z)))
q˙ = 0
σ˙ ∈ [0, ρ].
(16a)
Based on Section III-A and (13b), the discrete dynamics
corresponds to (5), x+ = x, (7b), (13b) for (x, z, σ, q) ∈
Dz := Dz × {0, 1}, and to z+ = z, (9), (7b), (13b) for
(x, z, σ, q) ∈ Dx := Dx×{0, 1}. Defining D := D×{0, 1} =
Dz ∪ Dx, (see (11)), it can be summarized as
z+ = m(F, z)
x+ = x
q+ = 1− q




x+ = m(F, x)
q+ = 1− q
σ+ = σ − 1
,
X ∈ Dz, X ∈ Dx,
(16b)
meaning that in Dx∩Dz the jump map is the union of the two
values above. We can now state the main result on exponential
tracking, which is proven in the next section.
Theorem 1: Under Assumptions 1 and 2, there exist γ ≥ 1
and λ > 0 for which each solution X = (x, z, σ, q) to the
tracking closed-loop system (16) satisfies
|xp(t, j)−zp(t, j)| ≤ γe−λ(t+j)|x(0, 0)−m(q(0, 0)F, z(0, 0))|
(17)
for all (t, j) ∈ domX .
C. Closed loop results
We prove Theorem 1 by showing exponential stability of
the compact set
A := {(x, z, σ, q) ∈ R4×K×[0, N ]×{0, 1} |x= m(qF, z)}
(18)
according to the following definition.
Definition 1: Consider a hybrid system H with state X ∈
R
n and a compact set A ⊂ Rn. We say that A is glob-
ally exponentially stable (GES) if there exist γ ≥ 1 and
λ > 0 such that each solution X to H satisfies |X(t, j)|A ≤
γe−λ(t+j)|X(0, 0)|A for all (t, j) ∈ dom X .
In fact, we show below in Proposition 1 that (x, z, σ, q) ∈ A
implies xp = zp, so that exponentially stabilizing A implies
the result of Theorem 1. Note that Proposition 1 is trivially
true if zp is on the boundary of F where the position is not
mirrored. However, we prove it here for all states in C ∪ D
intersected with A. Then, we introduce some notable identities
in Claim 2, which are used in Proposition 2 to show that a
suitably defined Lyapunov function W decreases during flows
and does not increase at jumps. Combining these preliminary
results with [29, Theorem 2], we establish exponential stability
of the set A.
Proposition 1: Let r := max
z∈K
{1, |z − m(F, z)|}. For the
compact set A defined in (18), for each X ∈ C ∪ D,
|xp−zp| ≤ |x−m(qF, z)| ≤ r|X |A ≤ r|x−m(qF, z)|. (19)
Moreover, x = z for each X ∈ A \ D.
Proof: Considering X = (x, z, σ, q) ∈ C ∪ D, which
implies (z, σ, q) ∈ K × [0, N ] × {0, 1}, from the definition
of A we have

















| = |x−m(qF, z)|,
(20)
which establishes the last inequality in (19). For the next to
last inequality in (19), by using (i) |v1− v2| = |M(βF )(v1 −
v2)| = |m(βF, v1) − m(βF, v2)|, ∀v1, v2 ∈ R4, β ∈ {0, 1}
which follows from (6d) by (vi) of Claim 1, (ii) |v1 − α|2 +
6|v2 − α|2 ≥ |v1 − v2|2, ∀v1, v2, α ∈ Rn, and (iii) r|q − β| ≥
|m(βF, z) −m(qF, z)| which holds for all q, β ∈ {0, 1}, we
have


















































It follows that |x−m(qF, z)| ≤ r|X |A which establishes the
next to last inequality in (19).
Finally, for the first inequality in (19), consider the line ℓ
that connects zp to M(F )zp+ c(F ) represented by the vector
zp −M(F )zp − c(F ), and note that this line is perpendicular
to the wall F . In fact, take F⊥ ∈ R2 such that FT⊥F = 0.
Then, using the definitions in (4) and (6),
FT⊥ (zp −M(F )zp − c(F )) =
= FT⊥ ((I −M(F ))zp − c(F ))
= FT⊥
(





























Moreover, for positions on the wall F given by SF := {s ∈
R
2 |FT (s− s◦) = 1}, we have
|zp|SF = |M(F )zp + c(F )|SF . (23)
To see this, note that |zp|SF = min
ξ∈SF
|zp − ξ| = |FT|F | (zp − ξ)|
for all ξ ∈ SF (where the second identity holds because
FT
|F | (zp− ξ) evaluates the component of the vector zp− ξ that
is orthogonal to SF ), from which |zp|SF = |F
T
|F | (zp − ξ +
s◦ − s◦)| = 1|F | |FT (zp − s◦) − 1|. Then, in a similar way,
|M(F )zp+ c(F )|SF = 1|F | |FT (M(F )zp+ c(F )− s◦)− 1| =
1
|F | |−FT zp+2+2FT s0−FT s◦−1| = 1|F | |FT (−zp+s0)+
1| = |zp|SF , where in the second identity we used (iii) of
Claim 1 and the definition of c(F ) in (6). Consider now the set
of points that belong to the line ℓ from zp to M(F )zp+ c(F ),
denoted by Sℓ := {s ∈ R2 | s = λzp + (1 − λ)(M(F )zp +
c(F ))}, and define η := argmin
s∈Sℓ
|xp−s|, which geometrically
is the point of Sℓ on the intersection between the line ℓ and
the line perpendicular to ℓ passing through xp (which is also
parallel to the wall F ). We get
|xp−zp|2 = |xp|2Sℓ+|η−zp|2|xp−M(F )zp−c(F )|2 = |xp|2Sℓ+|η−M(F )zp−c(F )|2.
(24)
Then, FT (xp−s◦)≤1 guarantees FT (η−s◦)≤1, from which
|η − zp|2 ≤ |zp|2SF = |M(F )zp + c(F )|2SF ≤ |η −M(F )zp −
c(F )|2. It follows that |xp− zp|≤|xp−M(qF )zp− c(qF )|≤
|x−m(qF, z)|.
For the last claim of the proposition, take a point
(x, z, σ, q) ∈ A and suppose that x 6= z, then x = m(F, z).
If FT (zp − s◦) < 1 then FT (xp − s◦) = FT (M(F )zp +
c(F )− s◦) = −FT zp + 2(1 + FT s◦))− FT s◦ = −FT (zp −
s◦) + 2 > 1, where the second identity follows from (iii) of
Claim 1, thus x does not belong to F . In a similar way, if
FT (xp − s◦) < 1 then FT (zp − s◦) > 1. The remaining case
is FT (zp − s◦) = FT (xp − s◦) = 1, and by x = m(F, z) we
have that xv = M(F )xv , thus F
Txv = −FT zv, that is, either
x or z must belong to J .
Remark 3: The generalization of the set A◦ defined just
before Example 1 to the set A = A◦ ∪ AF in (18),
where A◦ := {(x, z, σ, q) | x = z, q = 0} and AF :=
{(x, z, σ, q) | x = m(F, z), q = 1}, plays a fundamental
role in establishing the next result on stability, because the
introduction of AF allows for the invariance of the set A along
the hybrid dynamics, through the relaxation of the constraint
x = z at jumps. To appreciate this, consider the example in
which (x, z, σ, q) = (ξ, ξ, σ, 0) ∈ A◦ and Z impacts the wall.
Then, (x, z, σ, q)+ = (ξ,m(F, ξ), σ − 1, 1) ∈ AF . Moreover,
suppose that also X impacts the wall, then this second jump
resets the state to (m(F, ξ),m(F, ξ), σ − 2, 0) ∈ A◦. y
We prove next two identities about the behavior of the
tracking closed-loop system at impacts.
Claim 2: For any given P = PT ∈ R2×2, define P :=
P ⊗I2. For each x, z ∈ R4 and F ∈ R2, (i) |x−m(F, z)|P =
|m(F, x) − z|P , (ii) |m(F, x) −m(F, z)|P = |x− z|P .
Proof: Consider the identity (S1⊗S2)(S3⊗S4) = S1S3⊗
S2S4 where S1, . . . , S4 are matrices. For each S ∈ R2×2 such
that STS = I , we have that diag(ST , ST )Pdiag(S, S) =
(I2 ⊗ ST )(P ⊗ I2)(I2 ⊗ S) = [(I2P ) ⊗ (ST I2)](I2 ⊗ S) =
[(PI2) ⊗ (I2ST )](I2 ⊗ S) = (P ⊗ I2)(I2 ⊗ ST )(I2 ⊗ S) =
P ⊗ I2 = P , thus M(F )TPM(F ) = P , for each F ∈ R2. It
follows that (i) |x−m(F, z)|P = |x−m(F, z)|M(F )TPM(F ) =
|M(F )x −M(F )m(F, z)|P = |m(F, x) − z|P , where in the
last identity we used (i) and (ii) of Claim 1; and (ii) |m(F, x)−
m(F, z)|P = |M(F )x −M(F )z|P = |x − z|M(F )TPM(F ) =
|x− z|P .
Remark 4: In the special case commented at the beginning
of Section III, when the wall corresponds to the horizontal





, many of the devel-












namely the second component of position and velocity changes
sign. Then, Claim 2 intuitively states that the distance between
x and z remains unchanged despite this sign change. Similar
intuitive facts also apply to the equalities stated in Claim 1.
Finally, the position of any mirrored ball is either at the same
position as the original one or in the set where x2 < 0, namely
outside the billiard: this is the intuition behind Proposition 1.
y
Using the following assumption, we build a Lyapunov function
W that does not increase at jumps (by Claim 2) while it
7decreases during flows, by observability (in the linear sense)
of (H,Acl), as specified next.
Assumption 3: The pair of matrices (P,H) is such that
P = PT > 0,
ATclP + PAcl ≤ −HTH,
and (H,Acl) is observable,
(25)
where Acl is defined in Assumption 2.
If Assumption 2 holds, there always exists a pair (P,H) that
satisfies (25). Define
P := P ⊗ I2, H := H ⊗ I2, (26)
from which we have the following proposition:
Proposition 2: Under Assumption 3 and using (26), con-
sider the function W : C ∪ D → R≥0 given by
W (x, z, σ, q) = |x−m(qF, z)|2
P
. (27)
Then, using X = (x, z, σ, q) and r := max
z∈K
{1, |z −m(F, z)|}
(i)
{
λmin(P )|X |2A ≤W (x, z, σ, q)
λmax(P )r
2|X |2A ≥W (x, z, σ, q)
∀X ∈ C ∪ D,




, ∀X ∈ C,
(iii) W (X+) ≤W (X) ∀X ∈ D.
Proof: From the definition of W , λmin(P )|x −
m(qF, z)|2 ≤ W (X) ≤ λmax(P )|x − m(qF, z)|2. Then, (i)
follows from Proposition 1.
For (ii), using Ac(qF ) = 0 and M(qF )A = (I2 ⊗
M(qF ))([ 0 10 0 ]⊗ I2) = (I2 [ 0 10 0 ])⊗ (M(qF )I2) = ([ 0 10 0 ] I2)⊗
(I2M(qF )) = ([ 0 10 0 ] ⊗ I2)(I2 ⊗M(qF )) = AM(qF ) in the
second identity, we get
W˙ (X) = 2(x−m(qF, z))TP ·
· (Ax−M(qF )Az +BK(x−m(qF, z)))
= 2(x−m(qF, z))TP (A+BK)(x −m(qF, z))







(iii) Consider a jump of Z . Using (v) of Claim 1 for q = 0,
and m(0,m(F, z)) = m(F, z) = m(qF, z) for q = 1 (which
follows from M(0) = I and c(0) = 0), we get
|x+−m(q+F, z+)|P = |x−m((1−q)F,m(F, z))|P
= |x−m(qF, z))|P .
(29)
Consider a jump of X . From (i) of Claim 2, and by using the
argument above, we get
|x+ −m(q+F, z+)|P = |m(F, x) −m((1− q)F, z)|P
= |x−m(qF, z))|P .
Proposition 2 will be used in the proof of the next theorem
to establish global exponential stability of the set A. Subse-
quently we will prove Theorem 1 and provide some remarks.
Theorem 2: Under Assumption 2, for each ρ > 0 and N >
0, the compact set A is globally exponentially stable for the
tracking closed-loop system.
For the proof of Theorem 2, if wanting to establish only global
asymptotic stability, we could use Proposition 2, observability
of (H,Acl), the average dwell-time constraint imposed by
(7), and the invariance principle [25]. However, since we
need to establish global exponential stability, we introduce the
following lemma, which is a reformulation of [29, Theorem
2] (see also the proof of [29, Theorem 2]). The lemma will
also be used to establish similar results for the observer and
the output feedback algorithm of the next sections.
Lemma 1: Consider an observable pair (H,A), with A ∈
R
n×n, a map G : Rn × Rm ⇒ Rn, and two sets Ec ⊂ Rn,
Ed ⊂ Rn×Rm. Suppose that there exists a function V : Rn →
R≥0 defined as V (e) := |e|2P for all e ∈ Rn, with P ∈ Rn×n
symmetric and positive definite, satisfying:
(a1) 〈∇V (e), Ae〉 ≤ −|e|2HTH ∀e ∈ Ec;
(a2) V (g) ≤ V (e) ∀(e, ξ) ∈ Ed, ∀g ∈ G(e, ξ).
Then, for each pair (ρ,N) ∈ R>0 × Z>0, there exists a
function Y : Rn × [0, N ] → R≥0 and scalars λ1, λ2, λ3 > 0,
λ4 ∈ [0, 1), such that
(i) λ1|e|2 ≤ Y (e, σ) ≤ λ2|e|2, ∀σ ∈ [0, N ], ∀e ∈ Rn
(ii ) 〈∇σY (e, σ), f〉+ 〈∇eY (e, σ), Ae〉 ≤ −λ3Y (e, σ),
∀σ ∈ [0, N ], ∀e ∈ Ec, ∀f ∈ [0, ρ]
(iii ) Y (g, σ − 1) ≤ λ4Y (e, σ),
∀σ ∈ [1, N ], ∀(e, ξ) ∈ Ed, ∀g ∈ G(e, ξ).
Proof of Theorem 2. Under Assumption 2 we can find a pair
of matrices (P,H) that satisfies Assumption 3. Consider the
coordinate transformation (e, σ, ξ) := (x−m(qF, z), σ, (z, q)).
Then, for each solution X = (x, z, σ, q) to the tracking closed
loop system, using the new coordinates and Proposition 2,
define V (e) = W (X) and note that e˙ = Acl ⊗ I2, V (e) =
W (X) = |e|2
P





on flows and V (e+) = W (X+) ≤ W (X) ≤ V (e)
on jumps. Thus, for A in Lemma 1 given by Acl ⊗ I2, and
by a suitable definition of G, Ec and Ed, each condition of
Lemma 1 is satisfied. Therefore, from (i)-(iii) of Lemma 1
and by (i) of Proposition 1, defining Y (X) := Y (e, σ) =
Y (x−m(qF, z), σ) and r := max
z∈K
{1, |z −m(F, z)|}, we get
• λ1|X |2A ≤ λ1|x − m(qF, z)|2 ≤ Y (X) ≤ λ2|x −
m(qF, z)|2 ≤ √2rλ2|X |2A, ∀X ∈ C ∪ D;
• Y˙ (X) ≤ −λ3Y (X), ∀X ∈ C;
• Y (X+) ≤ λ4Y (X), ∀X ∈ D,
which, according to [29, Theorem 1], establish global expo-
nential stability of the set A in (18). 
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof follows from Proposition 1
and Theorem 2. 
Remark 5: For given (ρ,N), the average dwell-time au-
tomaton (7) may terminate prematurely solutions that start
from points where the initial value of x0 is very large since
such solutions may produce a large number of impacts before
settling into tracking. Nevertheless, because of the indepen-
dence of the stability result from the parameter selection,
premature termination can be addressed by selecting ρ and
N sufficiently large, based on the size of x0. y
Remark 6: Given Acl Hurwitz, according to Assumption 3,
the results in Proposition 2 are obtained for pairs (P,H)
such that ATclP + PAcl ≤ −HTH with (H,Acl) observable.
The generality of allowing HTH ≥ 0 instead of requiring
HTH > 0 will be exploited in next section to analyze some
specific multiple-wall billiards (parallel walls) for which the
nonincreasing feature of the function W at jumps cannot be
guaranteed by any P which satisfies ATclP + PAcl < 0. y
8Remark 7: The hybrid dynamics of the two translating
masses, the control algorithm presented in Sections II and III,
and the analysis performed above can be generalized to spaces
of higher dimension. For example, the whole approach can be
lifted to a three-dimensional space, with impacts occurring
on walls (planes) denoted by vectors F ∈ R3. Indeed, the
mirroring functionm(F, z) would preserve the structure given
in (4), since it inverts only the component of the velocity
subvector parallel to F (orthogonal to the plane). y
Remark 8: The effect of small delays on impact detection
can be modeled by replacing q in (15) with a new logic
variable q˜, whose value is updated to the value of q after
a delay bounded by ∆ > 0, which produces a bounded
perturbation of duration shorter than or equal to ∆ on the
input u after each impact (q is constant between impacts).
The analysis of the perturbed system can then be developed
within the robustness framework on hybrid systems [11], [26],
[24], to show that the perturbation on u produces perturbed
trajectories x∆ whose distance from the desired trajectories
x, in a graphical sense [12], shrinks to zero as ∆ goes to
zero, which leads to practical stability results, i.e. convergence
of solutions to the set A + γ(∆)B, where γ is a continuous
function, strictly increasing and such that γ(0) = 0. These
considerations also apply to the observer and output feedback
controller designs of the next sections. y
IV. OBSERVER CONSTRUCTION: SINGLE WALL
A. Observer structure and single wall algorithm
We consider the problem of designing an observer X to
estimate the state of Z from the output y = Cz, C :=
[ I 0 ] ∈ R2×4, i.e. when the speed zv is not available for
measurement.
We replace the continuous dynamics (3) of the reference
system Z by
Z : z˙ ∈ Az +Bα(Cz), z ∈ K (30)
which differs from (3) only for the restriction of the set-valued
map α : R2 ⇒ R2, which is now an outer semicontinuous
and locally bounded set-valued map having nonempty convex
values for each zp = Cz ∈ Πp(F) := {zp | z ∈ F}. As before,
we allow for set-valued accelerations for the reference variable
zp but the selected acceleration at each time is assumed to be
known by the observer algorithm.
The observer continuous dynamics is given by
X : x˙ = Ax+ u, x ∈ F (31)
where here the action of u = [ uTp uTv ]
T ∈ R4 affects both
x˙p and x˙v . The jump dynamics of the observer resembles the
impact dynamics of the tracking case, and is given by
X : x+ ∈ ⋃
i∈M(x)
m(Fi, x), (xp, xv + up) ∈ J (32)
which differs from (9) due to the definition of the jump
condition, which now explicitly depends on the input sub-
vector up. In fact, the dynamics x˙p = xv of the tracking
approach is now replaced by x˙p = xv + up, from which
the impact condition 〈Fi, x˙p〉 = 〈Fi, xv〉 ≥ 0 is replaced by
〈Fi, x˙p〉 = 〈Fi, xv + up〉 ≥ 0.
Remark 9: Although the jump dynamics of the observer is
not necessarily connected to the impacts physics of the billiard
(no “physical” walls are impacted by the observer), with the
new definition of the jump set, we preserve the analogy with
the tracking case, enforcing a reset behavior of the observer
that resembles the impact behavior of a translating mass whose
velocity is given by x˙p = s1+ s2, with s1 = xv and s2 = up.
Note that when up = 0, the jump dynamics of X (both the
jump set and the jump map) coincides with the jump dynamics
of Z . y
Following the approach of Section III-B, the observer al-
gorithm is parameterized by a vector L ∈ R2 satisfying the
following assumption.
Assumption 4: The gain L = [ ℓ1 ℓ2 ]
T





Thus, using (4) and (6) and L := L ⊗ I2, the input u for a
single wall billiard is given by
u = M(qF )Bα+ L(Cx−M(qF )Cz − c(qF ))
= M(qF )Bα+ LC(x−m(qF, z)), (33)
where α ∈ α(Cz) is the acceleration of zp, and the observer
closed-loop system has flow dynamics given by (31), (30),
(7a), (13a), and (33), which is enabled for (x, z, σ, q) ∈ C,
where
C := F ×K × [0, N ]× {0, 1}, (34)
while the jump dynamics is given by (32), z+ = z, (7b), (13b)
when ((xp, xv + up), z, σ, q) ∈ Dx, and by x+ = x, (5), (7b),
(13b) when (x, z, σ, q) ∈ Dz , where
Dx := J ×K × [1, N ]× {0, 1},
Dz := F × (J ∩ K)× [1, N ]× {0, 1},
D = Dx ∪ Dz.
(35)
B. Closed-loop results
Following the approach of Section III-C, we state below
the main result of the current section, on stability of the set
A defined in (18).
Theorem 3: Under Assumption 4, for each ρ > 0 and N >
0, the compact set A is globally exponentially stable for the
observer closed-loop system.
Proof: Under Assumption 4, consider two matrices





and define W :
C ∪ D → R≥0 as W (x, z, σ, q) = |x−m(qF, z)|2P . Then, the
function W and the jump dynamics of the observer closed-
loop system satisfy statements (i) and (iii) of Proposition 2,
which can be established by following exactly the argument
proposed at points (i) and (iii) of the proof of Proposition 2.
Moreover, following (ii) of the proof of Proposition 2, using
the relations Ac(qF ) = 0 and M(qF )A = AM(qF ) in the
second identity below, we get
W˙ (X) = 2(x−m(qF, z))TP ·
· (Ax+ L(Cx − Cm(qF, z))−M(qF )Az)
= 2(x−m(qF, z))TP (A+ LC)(x −m(qF, z))







9Then, global exponential stability follows from Lemma 1
and [29, Theorem 1] using the coordinate transformation
(e, σ, ξ) := (x − m(qF, z), σ, (z, q)), as in the proof of
Theorem 2.
Remark 10: The second identity in (36) follows from
M(qF )Az = AM(qF )z = A(M(qF )z + c(F )), since
Ac(qF ) = 0 (with A given after (8)). These identities also hold





, Av ∈ R2×2, while they do





, Ap, Av ∈ R2×2,
Ap 6= 0. However, this type of dynamics can still be described
by our model because Apzp can be accounted for within the
function α(Cz). y
The combination of the jump set in (32) and of u in (33)
guarantees that if (xp, xv + up) ∈ J with 〈F, xv + up〉 >
0, then (xp, xv + up)
+ /∈ J , as established in the next
proposition. This guarantees that no Zeno solutions are
induced by the observer algorithm. In fact, the dwell-time
automaton σ has been introduced in Section II to rule out
trajectories that impact a wall with null normal component,
i.e. 〈F, x˙p〉 = 〈F, xv + up〉 = 0, that is usually associated
with a translating mass sliding along the wall, and for which
the connected Zeno phenomena can be essentially considered
as a mathematical side-effect of the particular model adopted.
Proposition 3 guarantees that also for the observer closed-
loop system the dwell-time automaton only operates on those
trajectories, since the jump dynamics (32) does not introduce
new Zeno phenomena.
Proposition 3: For the observer closed-loop system, if
〈F, xp−s◦〉 = 1 and 〈F, xv+up〉 > 0 then 〈F, (xv+up)+〉 < 0.
Proof: Suppose FT (xp − s◦) = 1 and FT (xv + up) =
FT (xv+ ℓ1[xp−M(qF )zp− c(qF )]) > 0. In this case, x+p =
M(F )xp + c(F ) = xp (by (iv) of Claim 1) and z
+
p = zp (no
jump). For the case q = 0, q+ = 1, usingM(qF ) = M(0) = I
and c(qF ) = c(0) = 0 in the next to last identity, and (iii) of
Claim 1 in the last identity, we have
FT (xv+up)
+ =
= FT (x+v + ℓ1[x
+
p −M(q+F )z+p − c(q+F )])
= FT (M(F )xv+ℓ1[M(F )xp+c(F )−M(F )zp−c(F )])
= FTM(F )(xv + ℓ1[xp − zp])
= FTM(F )(xv + ℓ1[xp −M(qF )zp − c(qF )])
= −FT (xv + up).
For the case q = 1, q+ = 0, using in the third identity (i) of
Claim 1 and FT c(F ) = −FTM(F )c(F ) (by (iii) of Claim 1),
we have
FT (xv + up)
+ =
= FT (x+v + ℓ1[x
+
p −M(q+F )z+p − c(q+F )])
= FT (M(F )xv + ℓ1[M(F )xp + c(F )− zp])
= FTM(F )(xv + ℓ1[xp − c(F )−M(F )zp])
= FTM(F )(xv + ℓ1[xp −M(qF )zp − c(qF )])
= −FT (xv + up).
Summarizing, Theorem 3 establishes global exponential
stability of A which, by Proposition 1, corresponds to the set
where x = z (zero observation error), except for the hybrid
times when jumps occur.4 Moreover, Proposition 3 guarantees
that when the observer mass X impacts a wall after the arising
jump, the mass is reflected back toward the interior of the
billiard F .
V. SPECIAL BILLIARDS WITH MULTIPLE WALLS
A. Tracking and observer closed-loop systems for billiards
with multiple-walls
Henceforth, we generalize the global results on stability of
the previous sections to multiple-wall billiards having specific
polyhedral shapes. This section is connected with the local
tracking technique presented in [7], [8], which is developed for
general billiards, i.e. billiards with a locally Lipschitz bound-
ary (like polyhedra), and with the global tracking technique
presented in [8], which proposes a Lyapunov-based selection
policy between mirrored and real targets.
The first step toward the generalization of the results of the
previous sections is the redefinition of the input u in (15) and
(33). For the billiard F in (1) with walls Fi with i ∈ I :=
{1, . . . , r} ⊂ N, define F0 := 0 and I := {0}∪I, and consider
an automaton generalizing that in (13) and given by
q˙ = 0, q ∈ Q (37a)
q+ = δ(q, i), q ∈ Q, (37b)
where δ : Q×I → Q is a function whose definition depends
on the particular shape of the billiard (it will be characterized
in next sections), where the state variable q belongs to a
given set Q ⊂ N, I ⊂ Q, and the input i is given by the
wall impacted by either Z or X . Consider also the following
quantities: for i ∈ I and s ∈ R4, generalizing those in (6):
Mi := M(Fi), M i := M(Fi),
ci := c(Fi), and mi(s) := m(Fi, s).
(38)
Moreover, for i ∈ Q \ I and s ∈ R4, consider new matrices
Mi ∈ R2×2 and ci ∈ R2 (to be chosen), and define




, mi(s) := M is+ci,
(39)
where, intuitively, for each i ∈ I, mi(s) is the “mirroring” of
s through the ith wall, while for i ∈ Q\I , the map s 7→ mi(s)
will be used for tracking or observing extra mirrored targets
constructed as the “mirroring of the mirroring” of the real
target, that is, based on the composition of the mirroring
transformation in (4), applied to different walls. Then, the
control input u is given by
u = uc := −φ(x) +Mqα+K(x−mq(z)) (40a)
u = uo := MqBα+ L(Cx− Cmq(z)), (40b)
respectively, for the tracking and state-estimation cases, where,
as before, either α ∈ α(z) in (40a) or α ∈ α(Cz) in (40b)
represents the acceleration of zp at the current time, K :=
4Indeed, at those times, A allows for an instantaneous mismatch of the
speeds (xv = M(F )zv 6= zv) arising from a pair of consecutive jumps
occurring at the same ordinary time t. For example, if Z jumps first,
then (xv(t, j), zv(t, j)) = (zv, zv) → (xv(t, j + 1), zv(t, j + 1)) =
(zv,M(F )zv) → (xv(t, j + 2), zv(t, j + 2)) = (M(F )zv,M(F )zv)
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K ⊗ I2, L := L ⊗ I2, and K and L satisfy Assumptions 2
and 4, respectively. Thus, for multiple-wall billiards,
• the tracking closed-loop system has the flow dynamics
given by (8), (3), (7a), (37a), (40a), which is enabled for
(x, z, σ, q) ∈ C, where
C := F ×K × [0, N ]×Q, (41)
while its jump dynamics is given by (9), z+ = z, (7b),
(37b), i ∈M(x), when (x, z, σ, q) ∈ Dx, and by x+ = x,
(5), (7b), (37b), i ∈ M(z), when (x, z, σ, q) ∈ Dz , where
Dx := J ×K × [1, N ]×Q,
Dz := F × (J ∩ K)× [1, N ]×Q,
D := Dx ∪ Dz;
(42)
• the observer closed-loop system has the flow dynamics
given by (31), (30), (7a), (37a), (40b), which is enabled
for (x, z, σ, q) ∈ C, with C in (41), while its jump dy-
namics is given by (32), z+ = z, (7b), (37b), i ∈M(x),
when ((xp, xv + up), z, σ, q) ∈ Dx, and by x+ = x, (5),
(7b), (37b), i ∈ M(z), when (x, z, σ, q) ∈ Dz , with Dx
and Dz in (42).
B. Closed-loop results
Following the approach of Section III, we consider the
compact set A given by
A := {(x, z, σ, q) ∈ R4×K× [0, N ]×Q |x = mq(z)}, (43)
and we make the following assumption, needed to show
several results below, which restrict the analysis proposed
below to specific classes of billiards.
Assumption 5: For all X = (x, z, σ, q) ∈ A, if X ∈ C ∪ D
then q ∈ I.
Remark 11: Assumption 5 holds for many interesting cases,
including two parallel walls, two perpendicular walls, and
rectangles as presented in Section V-C. Assumption 5 is
typically established by noticing that zp is never at a corner
point of the billiard when z ∈ K (by Assumption 1), and then
showing that if zp is not at a corner, then x 6= mi(z) for
i ∈ Q \ I. y
Now, paralleling Proposition 1, we show that (x, z, σ, q) ∈
A implies xp = zp, and (x, z, σ, q) ∈ A \ D implies x = z,
and finally we prove that A is globally exponentially stable for
the tracking closed-loop system and the observer closed-loop
system defined above.
Proposition 4: Let r := max
z∈K,β,q∈Q
{1, |mβ(z) − mq(z)|}.
Under Assumption 5, for the compact set A defined in (43),
|x−mq(z)| ≤ r|X |A ≤ r|x −mq(z)|, (44)
for each X = (x, z, σ, q) ∈ C ∪ D. Moreover, there exists
ε > 0 such that for each X = (x, z, σ, q) ∈ C ∪D if q ∈ I or
|X |A < ε then
|xp − zp| ≤ |x−mq(z)|; (45)
Finally, for each X ∈ A \ D, x = z.
Proof: To establish the inequalities |x − mq(z)| ≤
r|X |A ≤ r|x − mq(z)|, consider (20)-(21). Then, the result
follows by replacing β ∈ {0, 1} with β ∈ Q, m(βF, α) with
mβ(α), and m(qF, α) with mq(α) in those equations. For
inequality (45), consider q ∈ I . We can repeat the proof of the
first inequality of Proposition 1, getting |xp−zp| ≤ |x−mq(z)|
for all q ∈ I. Consider now the other case. By Assumption 5,
for each X = (x, z, σ, q) ∈ A∩(C∪D), q belongs to I, there-
fore (i) for each s ∈ Q \ I, x 6= ms(z), i.e. |x−ms(z)| > 0,
and (ii) |xp−zp| = 0 since |xp−zp| ≤ |x−mq(z)| ≤ r|X |A =
0. Therefore, for eachX ∈ A∩(C∪D), |xp−zp| < |x−ms(z)|.
Then, using the continuity of ms(z) for s ∈ Q\I, there exists
ε > 0 (sufficiently small) such that for each s ∈ Q\I and each
X ∈ (A+εB)∩(C ∪D), it holds that |xp−zp| ≤ |x−ms(z)|.
In fact, suppose that this claim is false so that for each
positive integer i there exist Xi ∈ (A + 11+iB) ∩ (C ∪ D),
such that |xpi − zpi | > |xi − msi(zi)|. Then, there exists a
subsequence which converges to a point X∗ ∈ A ∩ (C ∪ D)
such that |x∗p − z∗p| ≥ |x∗ − ms∗(z∗)| which contradicts the
fact established above that |xp − zp| < |x −ms(z)| for each
X ∈ A ∩ (C ∪ D). Finally, using Assumption 5, the claim
x = z for each X ∈ A \ D can be proved using the same
argument of Proposition 1.
We can now state the main results of this section on global
exponential stability of the set A. The next two theorems are
based on a specific condition at jumps (46), which can be
satisfied for several cases including two parallel walls, two
perpendicular walls, and rectangles, as shown in Section V-C.
Theorem 4: Under Assumption 2 and 5 consider a pair






P := P ⊗ I2. If for each (x, z, σ, q) ∈ D,
|x+ −mq+(z+)|P ≤ |x−mq(z)|P , (46)
then for each ρ > 0 and N > 0, A is GES for the tracking
closed-loop system.
Theorem 5: Under Assumptions 4 and 5 consider a pair





, and define P :=
P ⊗ I2. If (46) is satisfied for each (x, z, σ, q) ∈ D, then for
each ρ > 0 and N > 0, A is GES for the observer closed-loop
system.
Proof of Theorems 4 and 5. We develop the analysis of the
tracking system using the function W = |x − mq(z)|2P .
Under the assumptions of Theorem 4, following the ap-
proach of the proof of Proposition 2, W satisfies (i)-(iii) in
Proposition 2, with m(qF, z) in Proposition 2 replaced by
mq(z), and with r defined in Proposition 4. Then, to achieve
global exponential stability of the set A we invoke Lemma 1
and [29, Theorem 1], using the coordinate transformation
(e, σ, ξ) := (x − mq(z), σ, (z, q)) as shown in the proof of
Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 5 follows similar steps. 
C. Sufficient conditions for Theorems 4 and 5
The cases of a single wall presented in Sections III and IV
satisfy the assumptions of Theorems 4 and 5 with Q = I =
{0, 1} and δ(q, i) defined by δ(q, i) := 1 − q , for (q, i) ∈ I
(indeed, this definition of δ coincides with the update rule for
q used in (13)).
Proposition 5 (Two parallel walls): Consider F1, F2 ∈ R2
such that F1|F1| = −
F2
|F2| , I := {0, 1, 2}, and define Q := I and
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assume that P > 0 is a diagonal matrix. Then, Assumption 5
is trivially satisfied and (46) is satisfied for a function δ given
by (see also Figure 4)










Figure 4. Definition of δ for two parallel walls. The node labels represent q
while the arcs labels represent i. The direction of the arcs points to the value
δ(q, i), namely, the update law q+ in (37b).
Proof: We have to analyze only the case q ∈ {1, 2} when
either X or Z impacts the ith wall with i 6= q, since the
remaining configurations have been analyzed in the one-wall
case of the previous sections. Consider an impact of Z on
the ith wall, i 6= q, and i, q ∈ {1, 2}. We have,




where the last inequality can be established by using the
fact that F1 and F2 are parallel. Indeed, given the diagonal
structure of P , we have that |x − mi(z)|P − |x − mq(z)|P
depends on the differences |xp−Mizp−ci|−|xp−Mqzp−cq|
and |xv−Mizv|−|xv−Mqzv|. For the second difference, since
F1 and F2 are parallel,Mi = Mq, from whichMizv = Mqzv,
thus |xv −Mizv| − |xv −Mqzv| = 0. For the first difference,
note that
1) |xp −Mizp − ci| = |xp − zp|, by (i) of Claim 1;
2) |xp−Mqzp−cq|= |xp −Mizp − cq + ci − ci| =










|Fi| (zp − xp) =
FTi
|Fi|(zp − s◦ − xp + s◦) =
=
FTi
|Fi| (zp − s◦) +
FTq



















|Fi| (xp − zp + ci − cq)
)2
= −2(xp − zp)T FiF
T
i



































Finally, consider an impact of X , then
|x+ −mq+(z+)|P = |mi(x) −mδ(q,i)(z)|P




where the last identity follows from (i) of Claim 2, and the
last inequality follows from (49).
Proposition 6 (Two orthogonal walls): Consider F1, F2 ∈
R
2 such that FT1 F2 = 0, I := {0, 1, 2}, and define
Q := I ∪ {3}, M3 := M1M2, c3 := M1c2 + c1, so that
m3(z) = m1(m2(z)). Then, under Assumption 1, Assump-

















Figure 5. Definition of δ for two orthogonal walls.
The proof of Proposition 6 is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 2: M1M2 = M2M1 = −I , M1c2 + c1 = M2c1 +
c2, andm1(m2(s)) = m2(m1(s)), for each s ∈ R4. Moreover,




































From (51), we also have that M1 = −M2, since M1M1 = I .
Using this fact, the fact that F1c2 = F2c1 = 0, and (iii) of
Claim 1, consider the basis given by { FT1|F1| ,
FT2
|F2|}, and assume
i ∈ {1, 2} and j ∈ {1, 2}, j 6= i, then
FTi
|Fi|(Micj + ci) =
FTi
|Fi| (−cj + ci) =
FTi
|Fi|ci =




|Fi| (Mjci + cj).
(52)
Thus, the identity m1(m2(s)) = m2(m1(s)) follows from
(51) and (52). Finally, the identities on m3(s) follow from
the definition of m3(s), m1(m2(s)) = m2(m1(s)) and (v) of
Claim 1.
Proof of Proposition 6. Suppose |x − m3(z)| = 0 with
x, z ∈ F . Then Fi(xp − s◦) ≤ 1, i ∈ {1, 2}, which implies
FTi (Mi(Mjzp + c2) + c1 − s◦) ≤ 1, where j ∈ {1, 2}, j 6= i.
Moreover, we have
FTi (Mi(Mjzp+cj) + ci − s◦) =
= FTi (−(Mjzp+cj) + ci − s◦)
= FTi (Mizp + ci − s◦)
= FTi (−zp+ci − s◦)
= −FTi (zp − s◦)− 2FTi s◦+FTi ci
= −FTi (zp − s◦)− 2FTi s◦ + 2(1 + FTi s◦)
= −FTi (zp − s◦) + 2 ≥ 1,
(53)
therefore Fi(xp − s◦) = Fi(zp − s◦) = 1. Looking at the ve-
locity vector, FTi xv = F
T
i MiMjzv = −FTi Mjzv = −FTi zv,
since Mj does not modify the component of zv normal to Fi.
Thus, either x or z impacts on the ith wall. In a similar way,
Fjxv = FjMiMjzv = FjMjMizv = −FjMizv = Fjzv, thus
either x or z impacts on the jth wall. It follows that either
M(x) = {1, 2} or M(z) = {1, 2}, which is forbidden by
Assumption 1. This proves Assumption 5 .
To establish (46) we analyze the cases (c1) q ∈ {1, 2},
i ∈ {1, 2}, i 6= q, and (c2) q = 3, i ∈ {1, 2}, since the
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remaining cases have been developed in the previous sections,
for the one-wall case. For (c1), consider a jump of Z , then




where the last identity follows from Lemma 2. For a jump
of X the analysis above can be repeated, by using |mi(x) −
mδ(q,i)(z)|P = |x−mi(mδ(q,i)(z))|P and Lemma 2. For (c2),
consider a jump of Z , and note that if i ∈ {1, 2} and q =
3 then δ(q, i) = j ∈ {1, 2}, j 6= i, thus mδ(q,i)(mi(z)) =
mj(mi(z)) = m3(z). Then,
|x+ −mq+(z+)|P = |x−mδ(q,i)(mi(z))|P = |x−mq(z)|P ,
(55)
The analysis of a jump of X follows similar steps. 
By combining parallel and orthogonal walls, we can char-
acterize sufficient conditions for rectangular billiards.
Proposition 7 (Rectangles): Consider walls Fi, i ∈ I :=
{1, 2, 3, 4} such that FT1 F2 = 0, FT1 F4 = 0, F1|F1| = −
F3
|F3| ,
and F2|F2| = −
F4
|F4| . Consider I = I ∪ {0}, define Q =
I ∪ {5, 6, 7, 8} and assume that P > 0 is a diagonal matrix.
Define also M5 := M1M2, M6 := M2M3, M7 := M3M4,
M8 := M4M1, and c5 := M1c2 + c1, c6 := M2c3 + c2,
c7 := M3c4+c3, c8 := M4c1+c4. Then, under Assumption 1,
Assumption 5 is satisfied, and (46) is satisfied for δ given in
Figure 6.
q\i 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
1 0 5 0 8
2 5 0 6 0
3 0 6 0 7
4 8 0 7 0
5 2 1 2 1
6 2 3 2 3
7 4 3 4 3












































Figure 6. Definition of the update function δ for a rectangular billiard. For
simplicity, we used an intuitive notation in the graph representation of δ and
on the billiard representation, in which the four walls {1, 2, 3, 4} are denoted
respectively as East, North, West, and South walls, while the extra mirroring
functions, given by q ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8} are denoted respectively as NE, NW,
SW, and SE. Note the iterative application of the results for parallel and
orthogonal walls
Proof: From the hypotheses of Proposition 7, m5(s) =
m1(m2(s)), m6(s) = m2(m3(s)), m7(s) = m3(m4(s)), and
m8(s) = m4(m1(s)), for all s ∈ R4. Thus, Assumption 5
can be established by considering the analysis developed in
the proof of Proposition 6. Moreover, looking at the au-
tomaton in Figure 6, note that δ is constructed by combining
Propositions 5 and 6, thus the analysis can be developed
by following the arguments of those propositions. Cases not
analyzed directly in Propositions 5 and 6 arise from the
configuration q ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8} for impacts on walls 3, 4, 1, 2,
respectively. The proof, in these cases, follows the approach
of the two-parallel walls case, from which we have that
|x−m3(m5(z))|P = |x−m3(m1(m2(z)))|P ≤ |x−m2(z)|P ,
|x−m4(m6(z))|P = |x−m4(m2(m3(z)))|P ≤ |x−m3(z)|P ,
|x−m1(m7(z))|P = |x−m1(m3(m4(z)))|P ≤ |x−m4(z)|P ,
and |x − m2(m8(z))|P = |x − m2(m4(m1(z)))|P ≤ |x −
m1(z)|P .
Remark 12: Further results on sufficient conditions for
Theorems 4 and 5 can be established for two walls that
meet at special acute angles and for equilateral triangles, as
documented in [8, Section VI.F] and [8, Section VI.G]. y
Remark 13: Propositions 5-7 characterize a selection policy
among mirrored targets and real target based on a specific
function δ, whose definition strictly depends on the billiard
shape. Differently from this approach, tracking in [8] is
characterized by a Lyapunov-based selection policy between
mirrored and real targets, which is implemented by enforcing
updates for q that satisfy q+ = argmini∈Q |x+ −mi(z+)|P ,
where Q and each mi(s), i ∈ Q, depend on the particular
billiard shape, and where x+ and z+ denote the reset of
x and z given by an impact on some wall of the billiard.
These two approaches are connected to each other through the
function δ, which can be interpreted at impacts as the explicit
solution of the minimization problem, that is, if the initial
condition q(0, 0) = argminj∈Q |x(0, 0)−mj(z(0, 0))| then at
each impact δ(q, i) = argminj∈Q |x+−mj(z+)|, where either
(x+, z+) = (mi(x), z) or (x
+, z+) = (x,mi(z)), i ∈ I. y
Finally, for the billiards considered in this section we can
extend Proposition 4 as follows, to provide a parallel to
Proposition 1.
Proposition 8: For billiards defined by parallel walls, or-
thogonal walls and rectangles, |xp − zp| ≤ |x − mq(z)| for
each X = (x, z, σ, q) ∈ C ∪ D.
Proof: (Sketch) The case of parallel walls follows from
Proposition 1 since there no extra q are introduced. The proof
for rectangular billiards is similar to that of the orthogonal
walls case. For two orthogonal walls we have I = {0, 1, 2}
and Q = {3} ∪ I. Consider the line ℓ that connects M1zp +
c1 to M1M2zp + M1c2 + c1 = M3zp + c3 and note that
ℓ is orthogonal to F2 (a similar argument can be developed
for the line connecting M2zp + c2 and M3zp + c3 which is
orthogonal to F1). Then, following Proposition 1, define Sℓ :=
{s ∈ R2 | s = λ(M1zp + c1) + (1 − λ)(M3zp + c3)}, η :=
argmin
s∈Sℓ
|xp− s|, and SF2 := {s ∈ R2 |FT2 (s− s0) = 1}. For
these sets we have |M1zp + c1|SF2 = |M3zp + c3|SF2 , and|xp −M3zp − c3|2 = |xp|2Sℓ + |η −M3zp − c3|2 ≥ |xp|2Sℓ +|η − M1zp − c1|2 = |xp − M1zp − c1|2, where the second
inequality follows from FT2 (η−s◦)≤1, since FT2 (xp−s◦)≤1.
Following a similar argument for M2zp + c2 and M3zp + c3,
we can establish that |x − m3(z)| ≥ |xp − M3zp − c3| ≥
max(|xp−M1zp− c1|, |xp−M2zp− c2|) ≥ |xp− zp|, where
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the last inequality follows from Proposition 1.
VI. OUTPUT FEEDBACK TRACKING
Henceforth, we combine the tracking and state estimation
algorithms of the previous section to construct an output
feedback controller. We consider the following setup: Z is
the exogenous system and we have full access to its state, X
is the controlled system (the plant) and we measure its position
y = Cx, and X̂ is the dynamic controller whose output drives
X to achieve asymptotic tracking of Z . We assume to know
the wall impacted by each system.
The exposition of the dynamic controller uses notation and
results from the previous sections, thus it is based on the
quantities Mi, ci and mi(s), i ∈ Q ⊂ N, Q ⊃ I, defined
in (38) for i ∈ I, and in (39) for i ∈ Q \ I. The continuous
(flow) dynamics of the closed-loop system is given by
Z :
{
z˙ = Az +Bd1
X :
{








and by (7a), where, for simplicity of notation, d1 and d2 are
signals measured by the dynamic controller, possibly replacing
functions like α in (3) or (30) and φ in (8), used in previous
sections. Generalizing the results of the previous sections, uc
and uo are defined by
uc = Mqd1 +K(mqˆ(xˆ)−mq(z)) (57a)
uo = M qˆB(d2 + uc) + L[Cxˆ− Cmqˆ(x)] (57b)
where Cmqˆ(x) = Mqˆy+cqˆ, andK ∈ R2×4 and L ∈ R4×2 are
respectively the controller and the observer gains. The overall
state is defined as X = (z, x, xˆ, q, qˆ, σ) and the flow set is
given by
C := K ×F × F ×Q×Q× [0, N ], (58)
where Q ∈ N, Q ⊇ I, characterizes the set where the two
automata with states q and qˆ take values. The discrete (jump)




























σ+= σ − 1
(59)
respectively for X ∈ Dz , X ∈ Dx, and X ∈ Dxˆ, with those
sets defined as
Dz := {X ∈ C | z ∈ J , σ ∈ [1, N ]},
Dx := {X ∈ C |x ∈ J , σ ∈ [1, N ]},
Dxˆ := {X ∈ C | (xˆp, xˆv + uo,p) ∈ J , σ ∈ [1, N ]},
D := Dz ∪ Dx ∪Dxˆ.
(60)
Similar to (16b), in the four different intersections among
Dz , Dx, Dxˆ, the jump rule is the union of the correspond-
ing jump rules in (59). This definition produces an outer
semicontinuous set-valued jump map, thereby guaranteeing
robustness (see [12]). The function δ in (59) depends on the
billiard shape, as discussed in the previous sections, and the
vector uo,p used in the definition of the jump set above is
given by uo = [ uTo,p uTo,v ]
T
(this follows from the observer
construction in Section IV). Note that q is updated when either
Z or X jumps, following the approach of Section III (X tracks
Z), while qˆ is updated when either X or X̂ jumps, following
Section IV (note that X plays here the role of the exogenous
system of Section IV whose state is estimated by the observer
X̂ ).
The next stability result is based on the following two
assumptions which extend to the output feedback case the
assumptions of the previous sections.
Assumption 6: The exosystem Z is restricted to a compact
set K which satisfies Assumption 1; K satisfies Assumption 2
and K := K ⊗ I2; L satisfies Assumption 4 and L := L⊗ I2.
Assumption 7: Given the compact set
A := {(z, x, xˆ, q, qˆ, σ)∈K×R4×R4×Q×Q×[0,N ] |
x = mq(z), xˆ = mqˆ(x)},
(61)
for all X = (z, x, xˆ, q, qˆ, σ) ∈ A, if X ∈ C ∪D then q, qˆ ∈ I.
Using the argument of Proposition 4, it is possible to show
that when X ∈ A then zp = xp = xˆp and that z = x = xˆ for
each X ∈ A \ D. Moreover, the following bounds hold.
Proposition 9: Under Assumption 7, for A in (61), for each
X = (z, x, xˆ, q, qˆ, σ) ∈ C ∪ D,
1√
6r
(|x−mq(z)|+ |xˆ−mqˆ(z)|) ≤ |X |A√
2(|x−mq(z)|+ |xˆ−mqˆ(z)|) ≥ |X |A
(62)
where







Proof: We use (i) and (ii) in the proof of Proposition 1.
For the last inequality in (62),




≤ |x−mq(z)|2 + |xˆ−mqˆ(mq(z))|2
≤ |x−mq(z)|2+|xˆ−mqˆ(x)|2+|mqˆ(x)−mqˆ(mq(z))|2
≤ |x−mq(z)|2 + |xˆ−mqˆ(x)|2 + |x−mq(z)|2
≤ 2(|x−mq(z)|+ |xˆ−mqˆ(x)|)2.
(63)
For the first inequality in (62), consider the following two facts
which will be proven next, in (65) and (66): (a1) |X |A ≥
1
r
|x−mq(z)| and (a2) |X |A ≥ 1r |xˆ−mqˆ(mq(z))|. Then,










≥ 16r2 (|x−mq(z)|+ |xˆ−mqˆ(x)|)2
(64)
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where the last inequality follows from |a|2 + |b|2 ≥ 2|a||b|,
from which |a|2 + |b|2 ≥ 12 (|a|+ |b|)2.
Considering the proof of Propositions 1 and 4, to prove (a1)
we can reason as follows
|X |2A ≥ min
a∈K,β∈Q




|x−mq(z)|2 ≥ 1r2 |x−mq(z)|2.
(65)











































We can now state the exponential stability of the set A in (61).
Theorem 6: Under Assumptions 6 and 7, consider a pair












P c = Pc ⊗ I2, P o = Po ⊗ I2. If for each X ∈ D,
|x+ −mq+(z+)|P c ≤ |x−mq(z)|P c (67a)
|xˆ+ −mqˆ+(x+)|P o ≤ |xˆ−mqˆ(x)|P o , (67b)
then, for each ρ > 0 and N > 0, A in (61) is GES for the
closed-loop system.
Proof: Define e1 := xˆ − mqˆ(x) and e2 := x − mq(z).
During flows, using the identity M qˆAx = AM qˆx = Amqˆ(x)
(see the proof of Proposition 2), we have
e˙1 = Axˆ+M qˆBuc + LC[xˆ−mqˆ(x)]−M qˆ(Ax+Buc)
= (A+ LC)(xˆ −mqˆ(x)) = (A+ LC)e1,
(68)
and using the identities BMqd1 = M qBd1, MqAz =
Amq(z), and M qˆc(qˆ) + c(qˆ) = 0, we have
e˙2 = Ax+BMqd1 +BK(mqˆ(xˆ)−mq(z)) +
− Mq(Az +Bd1)
= A(x −mq(z)) +BK(mqˆ(xˆ)−mq(z))
= A(x −mq(z)) +BK(mqˆ(xˆ)− x+ x−mq(z))
= (A+BK)e2 +BK(mqˆ(xˆ)− x)
= (A+BK)e2 +BKM qˆ(xˆ−mqˆ(x))
= (A+BK)e2 +BKM qˆe1
(69)





















where the matrix Ho = Ho ⊗ I2 guarantees (Ho, A + LC)
observable. Moreover, from (67b), W0(e
+
1 ) ≤ W0(e1) at
jumps. Thus, using the coordinates (e1, σ, (x, z, q, qˆ)) and
Lemma 1 (A in Lemma 1 is given in this case by A+LC), we
get the function Yo(e1, σ) which satisfies (i)-(iii) of Lemma 1.




during flows, where Hc = Hc⊗I2 and the pair (Hc, A+BK)
is observable, and by (67a), Wc(e
+
2 ) ≤Wc(e2) at jumps. So,
for the coordinates (e2, σ, (z, q, qˆ, e1)), supposing e1 = 0, by
Lemma 1, we get the function Yc(e2, σ) which satisfies (i)-
(iii) of Lemma 1.
Define now V (X) := ρYo(e1, σ) + Yc(e2, σ), where ρ > 0
is selected below and X = (z, x, xˆ, q, qˆ, σ). Note that V
is positive definite with respect to A. Then, considering
the cascade structure in (70), and the properties (i)-(iii) of
Lemma 1 satisfied by both Yo and Yc, and using a constant
γ2 > 0 such that
√
γ2|e2||e1| ≥ 〈∇e2Yc(e2, σ),−BKM qˆe1〉,
for X ∈ C, we have
V˙ (X) ≤ −γ1ρYo(e1, σ)− γ1Yc(e2, σ) +
+
√
γ2|e2||e1|, for some γ1 > 0
≤ −γ1ρYo(e1, σ)− γ1Yc(e2, σ) + γ2γ32 |e1|2 +
+ γ22γ3 |e2|2, for any γ3 > 0
≤ −γ1ρYo(e1, σ)− γ1Yc(e2, σ) + γ2γ3γ42 Yo(e1, σ) +
+ γ2γ42γ3 Yc(e2, σ), for some γ4 > 0
= − γ12 (ρYo(e1, σ) + Yc(e2, σ))





and ρ := γ2γ3γ4
γ1
. Moreover, from (67) and
Lemma 1, for each X ∈ D we have
V (X+) = ργYo(e1, σ) + γYc(e2, σ) = γV (X), (72)
for some γ ∈ [0, 1). Then, using the bounds in Proposition 9,
by [29, Theorem 1] the set A is GES.
Remark 14: Sufficient conditions for Theorem 6 are pre-
sented in Section V-C. Intuitively, the input uc and the
definition of δ parallel the tracking case of Section V, where
uc in (57a) differs from u in (40a) only for the term x replaced
by mqˆ(x). In a similar way, the input uo and δ parallel the
observer case of Section V, where uo in (57b) differs from u
in (40b) for the new term uc. y
Example 2: Consider a translating mass X on a rectangular
billiard (Proposition 7) which tracks the reference Z . The
billiard is represented in Figure 6 and is defined by s◦ = 0
and




3 0 −3 0
0 4 0 −4
]
. (73)
Using (38) and Proposition 7, the dynamics of the closed
loop system is given by equations (56)-(60), with d1 = d2 = 0.
Simulation results from z0 = [ 0 0 2 −2 ]
T
, x0 = [ 0.5 0.5 2 2 ]
T
,
and xˆ0 = [ 0.1 0.2 −1 3 ]
T
are reported in Figure 7, respectively
for qˆ0 = q0 = 0, and q0 = 3, qˆ0 = 8 and clearly illustrate the
asymptotic tracking properties established in Theorem 6. y
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Figure 7. Example 2. First row: positions, q0 = qˆ0 = 0. Second row:
velocities, q0 = qˆ0 = 0. Third row: positions, q0 = 3, qˆ0 = 8. Fourth row:
velocities, q0 = 3, qˆ0 = 8.
VII. CONCLUSION
We introduced a hybrid model for the impact dynamics
of two translating masses within billiards and we proposed
two algorithms which guarantee global exponential tracking
and global exponential state estimation for billiards whose
shape is defined by a single wall, two parallel walls, two
perpendicular walls, and rectangles. Then, by combining these
two algorithms, we achieved global exponential tracking by
output feedback. Each algorithm presented is robust to impact
detection delays and does not require high gain feedback.
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